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Neshaten Wash Facilities

The wash facilities is a large room found on most Neshaten ships and stations, laundry room, and shower
and is split into two sections. Ships and stations typically have more than one facility, with one always
located near the crew quarters and another located near medical. The two sections of this unit can be
made separate and located in different areas according to importance, an example being the shower
section being located near a star fighter hanger bay so pilots can quickly get a shower in after a long
flight or for marines who just returned from a battle.

Shower Section

The shower section is where soldiers can take showers and relax under warm water, or cold depending
on their choosing. There are communal showers and also private showers, along with a changing room
that leads into the shower area so that a soldier can hang up their cloths or place clean clothes for them
to change into once they are done bathing.

The floor of the shower room is made out of limestone plates with a coating of an anti-slip solution.

Water is pulled from on-board water storage tanks and then filtered before being sent to a series of
cooling, or heating, units before finally arriving at the showers. Water recovered from the showers is then
sent through another series of filters before being recycled back into usable water by the showers.

Laundry Section

An area where soldiers can wash their uniforms or any other articles of clothing, the laundry room has
anywhere from ten to forty two laundry units depending on size and need. There are several washer and
drier units, all set in pairs along with fold-able tables that can be used for stacking clean or dirty clothing.

The floor is covered is a light red carpet.
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